Many primary metal processors are concerned about reducing the environmental impact and operating cost of their metal processing operation. However, environmental solutions have not always been economically viable and have therefore fallen along the wayside. NCCM Company is confident its products and solutions benefit a company both economically and environmentally. Environmental action can produce multiple benefits for steel processing and automotive stamping companies today as they save on costs, bolster their reputations and preserve their resource pools responsibly for the future of industries. This is possible by implementing NCCM® nonwoven rolls into primary metal and automotive applications. NCCM® rolls decrease line operation costs and will easily provide positive return on the investment (ROI) not only through superior performance but also through several avenues of cost savings. Economic and environmental savings resulting from NCCM® nonwoven rolls include:

- Electricity usage reduction
- Carbon usage reduction
- Oil cost reduction
- Downtime reduction
- Logistical cost reduction

First, electrical usage. From the latest U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for the United States (2017), industrial companies (defined by the EIA as NAICS codes 31-33, 11, 21, 2212 and 23) consumed an average of 489,824 kilowatts of electricity per month.\(^1\) With the average price per kilowatt at 7.98 cents, companies ended up spending an average of $469,055.52 on electricity each year.\(^1\) This is a national average taken from 840,329 customers.\(^1\)

NCCM® nonwoven rolls can cut back on electrical costs significantly. NCCM® nonwoven rolls often cancel the need for driving motors and air dryers. When compared to rubber rolls, NCCM® nonwoven rolls have an extremely high coefficient of friction on oiled steel and aluminum strips. Due to this characteristic, some motors previously needed to compensate for slipping rolls are often no longer needed and can be stopped. This saves money not only in their operation from decreased electrical usage but also...
in the motor’s maintenance and upkeep. The electrical cost to operate a 10-horsepower motor for an eight-hour shift is $4.71.\textsuperscript{4,5} Companies can extrapolate their spending from this statistic by multiplying the price by the number of motors and number of eight-hour shifts. Air dryers are also often eliminated or turned down. NCCM® Premier Yellow rolls maintain film thickness at a higher level for a longer period of time than competitor’s rolls. The strip is therefore dried more thoroughly and can impact air dryer usage. This reduces money spent on electricity or upkeep.

The second economic and environmental factor to consider in the process of purchasing NCCM® nonwoven rolls is carbon usage. Carbon emissions are connected to electrical usage; one metric ton (tonne) of carbon emissions costs $84.99 in electrical costs.\textsuperscript{1} As previously stated, NCCM® mill rolls cut back on carbon emissions and therefore on indirect and direct carbon costs. An example of a direct carbon cost is the cap and trade market, which requires companies to pay a fee per metric ton of carbon emitted. California has the highest-priced cap and trade system in the United States; one tonne of carbon costs $15, and plans are in place to raise the price to $26 by 2030.\textsuperscript{6} One kilowatt of electricity from a coal-burning plant emits 2.07 pounds of carbon dioxide.\textsuperscript{7} Companies are emitting an average of approximately 460 metric tons of CO\textsubscript{2} a month.\textsuperscript{8} If the price of cap and trade carbon goes up to $26 per tonne, companies are looking at approximately $143,000 per year in carbon emissions cost from electricity usage alone. This system is not unique to the U.S.A.; in Europe, the cap and trade market price per carbon tonne is predicted to be €32 by 2023.\textsuperscript{8} Initial price per tonne of carbon when Japan introduced its cap and trade system in 2010 was $142.\textsuperscript{9} Regardless of plant location, portions of plant carbon cost could be reduced by eliminating or reducing motor and air heater use from switching to NCCM® nonwoven rolls.

An area in which NCCM® products excel is fluid control. For many blank washing applications, a consistent layer of oil is vital as the blank moves to the stamping phase of production. In other applications, fluid is wasted due to the amount of fluid needed to make the rolls work well. In either case, measurable and controlled fluid is important. In blank washing operations, well-controlled oil is necessary for proper stamping.\textsuperscript{10} Excess fluid adds to operating costs, can create slipping hazards in the plant, can result in dangerous telescoping coils and can cause marking on the sheet. Less waste is generated when fluid is properly controlled and efficiently applied. The cost savings for properly controlled fluid versus poorly-managed fluid will differ from company to company, but a few simple numbers can illustrate the money-saving potential of proper wringing. Oil usage savings between 50-80% are common for many applications using NCCM® products. The oil price per barrel last reported in October 2018 was $63.55; therefore, a 55-gallon drum’s price per gallon equals $1.16.\textsuperscript{11} To apply these cost savings to a particular line, simply take oil usage for the line in question and multiply it by the cost of oil and the percentage range given above.

Downtimes are often scheduled for maintenance or occur unplanned. In either case, downtimes not only carry the cost of replacement rolls; they halt production, lower overall product output and lessen employee efficiency. Primary metal steel operations can cost $4,000 to $8,000 per hour of unplanned
downtime. Automotive lines, such as automotive stamping lines, are especially expensive to stop; one survey estimated costs as high as $1.32 million per hour of unplanned downtime. Companies will have differing costs of downtime, but even at a modest estimate of $40,000 to $60,000 per hour of unplanned downtime for an automotive line, reducing downtime by even one hour a month would save companies anywhere from $480,000 to $720,000 a year. One of NCCM® products’ prominent characteristics is long life; planned or unplanned downtime relating to changing and replacing rolls can be cut back substantially in many applications.

Another cost savings for both the environment and companies comes in the form of reduced logistical costs. NCCM® nonwoven rolls have been known to last up to 100 times longer than competitors' rolls. This factor will vary depending on line and application; a recent case study specifically cited NCCM® rolls as lasting 12 times longer than competitors in a reversing mill. This translates into cost savings due to a decreased amount of replacement rolls, recovery material and cost related to the manufacturing process. Twelve times fewer rolls means fewer shipments for companies to pay for. Also, by having fewer backup rolls on hand, companies save storage space in their plant. Logistically, NCCM® nonwoven rolls save money, time and effort.

Electricity usage, carbon usage, fluid costs, planned downtime and logistical costs are just some of the ways NCCM® nonwoven rolls reduce environmental impact while saving you money. The positive ROI from NCCM® nonwoven rolls becomes apparent because of their environmental benefits resulting from key characteristics such as long life, cut resistance, superior fluid control and wringing, high coefficient of friction, noise reduction, self-healing properties and more. Contact us at sales@nccmco.com or (715) 425-5885 to better quantify the savings for specific applications and to find the product we can custom-engineer for specific applications. A greener planet starts with individual companies. Take this opportunity to improve business profitability while also helping the environment.
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